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The popularity of musicals has reached an all-time high leading to the development of numerous
original shows. In this comprehensive new guide, Beating Broadway: How to Create Stories for
Musicals That Get Standing Ovations, written by veteran storyteller and successful creator of
musicals Steve Cuden, readers learn how the plots and stories behind musicals are developed
and honed. With a breezy, lighthearted approach, creators at all levels are provided key advice
for building winning musical stories.Cuden, who has been there, done that, offers writers the
know-how and encouragement to construct brilliant, attention-grabbing musical storylines.
Beating Broadway provides readers with practical, down-to-earth advice for crafting successful
musical theater stories that will reach audiences everywhere. This complete, two-part manual
also guides aspiring writers in what it takes to develop shows that can attract Broadway
producers. By showing writers the ins and outs of storytelling required for today’s commercial
musical theater, Beating Broadway places success firmly within grasp. Readers also gain insight
into how stories function in forty of the world’s most beloved stage and movie musicals as Cuden
breaks down each one into key narrative beats and plot points.“Beating Broadway is a take-you-
by-the-hand guided tutorial written by a seasoned professional who really knows his stuff. This
book feeds your mind with how stories for musicals are made. If you are interested in creating or
producing a musical, Steve’s insights will be helpful and inspiring to you.JEFF MARX, Tony
winning Composer/Lyricist of Avenue Q“Beating Broadway digs deep to the core of how stories
for successful musicals are created. This is a must-have book for anyone who wants to write
exceptional musicals or is just a fan.”SCOTT WITTMAN, Tony Winning Lyricist of Hairspray and
Co-Lyricist and Executive Producer for the Hit TV Series, Smash“Beat-by-beat, Steve Cuden
breaks down story, structure, and song spotting so you can beat the Broadway musical before it
beats you!”CHERI STEINKELLNER, Emmy-winning Writer/Producer of Cheers and Teacher’s
Pet, Tony-nominated Writer of Sister Act



PRAISE FOR BEATING BROADWAY“Beating Broadway is a take-you-by-the-hand guided
tutorial written by a seasoned professional who really knows his stuff. This book feeds your mind
with how stories for musicals are made. If you are interested in creating or producing a musical,
Steve’s insights will be helpful and inspiring to you.”—Jeff Marx, Tony winning Composer/Lyricist
of Avenue Q“Beating Broadway digs deep to the core of how stories for successful musicals are
created. This is a must-have book for anyone who wants to write exceptional musicals or is just a
fan.”—Scott Wittman, Tony Winning Lyricist of Hairspray andCo-Lyricist and Executive Producer
for the Hit TV Series, Smash“When Steve Cuden and Frank Wildhorn first played Jekyll & Hyde,
The Musical for me in the mid-1980s, I thought the libretto was one of the most dynamic, thrilling
pieces of musical theater I’d ever heard. And now with Beating Broadway, Steve has written
another smash hit, which I predict will inspire the development of many long running Broadway
successes. I highly recommend this book to anyone looking to create winning new works for
musical theater.”—Milton Okun, Record Producer andFounder of Cherry Lane Music
Publishing“Beat-by-beat, Steve Cuden breaks down story, structure, and song spotting so you
can beat the Broadway musical before it beats you!”—Cheri Steinkellner, Emmy-winning Writer/
Producer of Cheers and Teacher’s Pet, Tony-nominated Writer of Sister Act“Steve Cuden’s years
of professional experience in television and Broadway combine for a powerful, clear, strong
insider’s how-to manual about story structure in musical theatre. It’s like he’s giving away trade
secrets. A must-have in any serious musical theatre writer’s library!”—Scott Guy, Executive
Director, Academy for New MusicalTheatre and multiple Emmy-nominated Screenwriter“There
are few writer/storytellers who know their craft as well as my friend and mentor Steve Cuden.
There are even fewer who can communicate as well as he does the joys, the challenges, the
heady thrill of the high-wire act known as writing for musical theater. Ever ready to encourage the
budding librettist, he does not hesitate to lay forth—and rightly so—the potential pitfalls and
heartbreaks.“In simple, no-nonsense language Beating Broadway guides us through every step
of crafting a solid piece of entertainment that will leave an audience (and Steve’s teaching goal
is no less than this) emotionally moved and transformed. Especially valuable is the section
“Seven Plot Points” which, by itself, puts the aspirant way ahead of the game. But Steve goes on
to dissect and demonstrate these essentials at length, using forehead-smackingly clear
examples that can’t help but lead to creative ‘AHA!’ moments.“The lavish frosting of ‘Thirty-Five
Broadway Musicals and Five Movie Musicals’ broken into beats tops off this generous hunk of
knowledge served with humor, candid insight and a bravely giving spirit. Steve Cuden means to
send us off to battle fully armed. For battle it is and the prize to be won—the world’s laughter,
tears and applause—is no less than a kind of immortality.”—Wendy Pini, Co-Creator/Writer/
Artist, Elfquest; Creator/Writer/Artist, Masque of the Red Death the graphic novel; Writer, Book
and Lyrics Masque of the Red Death—A Musical Thriller“Mavens of musical theater will tell you
that the score sells a show, but the book will make or break it. It’s true. Getting the book right is



by far the hardest challenge! Close to impossible, or so it seems. Beating Broadway is an
immensely valuable guide—one that inspires me to plunge into writing yet another musical!”—
Michele Brourman, Composer, DangerousBeauty and I Married Wyatt EarpCopyright © 2013 by
Steve CudenAll rights reserved.No part of this book may be reproduced in any form or by any
means without permission in writing from the author, except for the inclusion of brief quotations
in a review.Library of Congress Control Number: 2012923774CreateSpace Independent
Publishing Platform North Charleston, SCPublished by Cudwerks ProductionsCover and interior
design by CreateSpaceAuthor photo by Becky Thürner, Thürner PhotographyThis book is
dedicated to the memories ofDr. Charles L. Cuden and Helen M. Cuden-Pisik,who gave me the
gift of freedomto follow my own path.TABLE OF CONTENTSPROLOGUEAcknowledgmentsA
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Broadway has been a labor of love. But it has also required a fair amount of hard work. Luckily
for me, I didn’t have to go through it entirely alone. Special thanks go to my good friend, Carol
Eisner, for triggering the idea for this book in the first place. I truly appreciate the encouragement



and all the support since. And I must thank several students of mine from Point Park University
for their stalwart research assistance in helping me to assemble the narrative beats found in the
last section of this book: Leland Claus, Dana Gasparine, Kelsey Sylvester, and Damian
Winterbottom. I predict great things for all four. I must also thank Lauren Irvin, a terrifically patient
and helpful librarian in Point Park University’s library, for her assistance and guidance regarding
the many useful musical librettos found on their shelves.Thanks must be said to all those brilliant
teachers who have been such terrific inspirations to me over the years. In particular, I can’t say
thank you enough to the late, legendary writer Norman Corwin, who was my first writing teacher
at the University of Southern California, and who gave me the confidence to go down this long,
rambling road that I’ve traveled. I still pinch myself that I was able to spend two semesters in
Norman’s presence and could actually call him my friend for so many years after. I am also ever
grateful for the insights and wisdom of Howard Suber, Paul Chitlik, Hal Ackerman, Richard
Walter, Paul Castro, Bennett Cohen, and Stephen Mamber, who collectively lit a path for me at
the University of California, Los Angeles, that has, after a lifetime spent running with a few of the
bulls in Hollywood, led me to the equally demanding and very rewarding world of academia.My
gratitude must go to Joe Hart for his rock-steady legal counsel over these many years. I must
also toss a big thank you to my brother, Craig Cuden, who has a fairly nifty legal mind of his own
that I don’t mind picking now and then. I am ever grateful to Scott Guy and Elise Dewsberry of
the Academy for New Musical Theatre in Los Angeles, whose early encouragement about this
book gave me great optimism. And my thanks go to Franny Caplan, too, for her practical advice
and helpful references.I am indebted to a few kind souls who have graciously acted as beta
testers for me, reading early drafts and giving me sage advice and kind guidance: Michele
Brourman, Nancy and Arnie Eisenfeld, Karima Parry, Ellen Surloff, Mallory Falk, Havva Focali,
Jonathan Deans, Laurie Hutzler, and Dina Fulmer—rare and special gems one and all.Special
thanks go to a few people who have made life for me so much fun, and who have taught me
more than a few invaluable lessons along the way: Sally and Perry Schoenecker, Gina Francis,
Mark Nichols, Francesca Harrison, Stephen Sustarsic, Chuck Rosenthal, Sally Meth Ben
Moshe, Ute Soltner, Renee Hoss-Johnson, Clyde and Fairly Tull, Henry and Renee Tarica, the
ever-brilliant Ron Sargent, and the Friday night poker boys. Thanks for all the laughs. And I must
tip my hat to my dear, departed good friend, David Charne, who gave me much courage in times
of deep uncertainty.I would be remiss if I did not thank the myriad fans of Jekyll & Hyde spread
throughout the world. Better known as the “Jekkies,” these stalwarts have put more than a few
shekels in my pocket, and a whole lot of smiles on my face. I am humbled by your constant belief
in the show.Lastly, I wish to thank the good folks at Point Park University for affording me my first
shot at teaching a little of what I know: Associate Vice-President and Artistic Director of the
Conservatory of Performing Arts Ron Lindblom; Dean of COPA Fred Johnson; Chairman of
Cinema and Digital Arts Nelson Chipman, and all of my fellow professors, who inspire me each
and every day.A WORD ON GENDER USAGEFor the sake of expediency, and in an effort to
avoid confusion, I have chosen to use masculine pronouns when discussing characters of all



stripes, including protagonists, antagonists, heroes, villains, etc. Naturally, when discussing a
specific female character in a specific show, feminine pronouns have been used. Please note: I
am a devoted admirer of many female characters. In my day-to-day life I’m a firm believer in, and
supporter of, equal rights, but rather than employ the cumbersome “him or her” or “his or hers” or
“he or she” and so on, ad infinitum, I have elected to simply employ masculine pronouns. “He”
will just as readily mean “she.” This is in no way intended to establish a gender bias on my part.
There have been, and will continue to be, a significant number of outstandingly written and
phenomenally portrayed female characters in literature, on stage, in movies, and on television. In
my career, I have had the great pleasure of creating or writing more than a few female heroes (as
to whether or not I did so successfully is entirely up to you to decide). I joyfully celebrate women
and well-written, superbly played female characters, one and all.FOREWORDSteve Cuden is a
master storyteller and a very wise teacher. I have known him as a trusted colleague and friend
for over thirty years. I often look to him for valued guidance as I am about to approach another
creative enterprise. With this book he shares his immense knowledge and insight into the
creation of musical theatre and the multiple forms that musical theatre stories take. Whether you
are an artist, or simply love the theater, this book will enhance your knowledge and
understanding of this amazing craft known as musical theatre. Beating Broadway will take your
work to a higher level.The commonalities of the many musicals explored in this book are in the
individual and unique voices of the authors found in each and every one of these incredible
works. Steve’s point is that you should not replicate what has been done before, but by studying
the past you can create your own future, tell your own story that winds up on the stage.As an
author and director of musical theater, concerts and performance art for the past thirty years, I
have always believed that the most important aspect of any creation is to express your own
unique and individual vision and voice.The artist is created by personal necessity. An artist does
not contrive to work for the results of fame and fortune; an artist simply does what he must. If you
have a story to tell and if the only option is to tell it, then you must.I encourage readers of
Beating Broadway to study it carefully and to keep it close to them as they explore their own
stories, songs, dances, images and visions. It all begins with a single thought. I trust that with the
lessons and guidance offered by Steve in this truly valuable book you will be motivated to pay
great attention to that “thought” so that you can create your own masterpieces to be sent it out
into the world.You just might change a life….Randy JohnsonDirector, Playwright, Author,
ProducerOne Night with Janis Joplin, Elvis the Concert, The Wildest, Conway Twitty – It’s Only
Make Believe, Always Patsy ClineINTRODUCTIONI’ve always gotten a kick out of musicals.
Ever since I was a kid, I’ve been a serious fan of all those larger-than-life, exuberantly toe-
tapping theatrical stews, with their variety of songs sung by singers who can belt, dazzling
dancers and all their razzmatazz, flashy lights, and fast set and costume changes. A number of
good friends of mine don’t like musicals much, and I always feel sorry for them that they don’t
get the same lift that I do from the brassy bravado and showmanship it takes to put one
on.Writing screenplays in Hollywood provided my daily bread and butter for more than twenty



years, but I also have a couple of significant musical theater credits to my name. I co-created two
musicals that have found the light of day and then some. Along with Frank Wildhorn, my musical
theater writing collaborator for nine years or so, I co-conceived and wrote the original book and
lyrics for Jekyll & Hyde, The Musical, which ran at the Plymouth Theatre on Broadway for just
shy of four years. Jekyll has been translated into more than twenty languages and has been
staged all over the world. Frank and I also co-conceived a musical called Rudolf, Affaire
Mayerling that has been produced throughout Europe and Asia, though not yet in the United
States.Beating Broadway is primarily focused on the elements of storytelling. More specifically,
the information offered here is designed to lift the hood on all those fancy vehicles called
musicals to reveal how such stories are put together and function for various commercially
successful shows. To be clear: this book is not about the crafts of songwriting or composing
music or writing lyrics or singing or dancing. Nor is it about directing or choreography or acting or
stage movement. This book is dedicated to explaining the many storytelling essentials required
to develop and write the underlying story for a musical.In the last section of the book, you will
find the stories of numerous well-known Broadway and movie musicals broken down into
narrative beats and plot points. My hope is that by looking at what has come before us, you may
see a clear way forward to the creation of new musicals and their subsequent productions.If
you’re a musical book writer, composer, or lyricist, you may find that Beating Broadway will help
you better understand how to construct the musical stories that you want to tell and sell and
ultimately stage. If you are a producer, director, or actor, Beating Broadway may help you to gain
a deeper insight into the way musicals flow and build, and why they twist and turn and tilt and
sway the way they do.The concepts discussed herein are not based on wild-eyed theories but
on the practical experience that comes with having told and written a lot of stories in
combination with having studied structural patterns common to dozens of well-known popular
works that will be familiar to millions of musical theater fans worldwide.This book is clinical in the
sense that it is derived more from observation and experience than empirical science. The truth
is that there is no “one perfect way” to write or create anything, least of all a musical. But there is
a rhyme and a reason to how most successful musicals are structured. That is principally what
we’ll be exploring here.Mainly, the conclusions found within these pages are based on a
commonly known, widely disseminated understanding of the way stories of all stripes have been
told since Neanderthals first grunted about the day’s hunt. If you don’t already know what I’m
referring to, it will shortly become obvious to you. If, like me, you’ve seen and enjoyed a lot of
theater, film, and TV, then you already know story construction better than you think. You just
don’t know you know it. Now you will.I hope that by reading this book, you may become inspired
to write a musical or two or twelve. Or perhaps you may find something on these pages that
helps you to revise or add to an existing musical, or leads you to stage a classic in a new light.
By observing how others have constructed their stories you may better understand how to craft
yours.I wouldn’t be surprised if a large number of excellent professional writers of musicals are
unaware of the names of the concepts that will be covered in Beating Broadway. Perhaps many



will not know of all the plot points, or how to identify the pieces and parts of the musical form, or
be able to name many of the character archetypes, and so on. But if they have studied their craft
well, then they will intuitively understand all of what’s contained here without knowing what the
academic details are called. And that is a perfectly fine and acceptable thing. Knowing the
nomenclature of a musical’s story segments is not required in order to write a great show. Not by
a long shot. But such insight might just help you to do so.Though I believe intuition and gut-level
belief are required for the act of creation to bloom, I also believe that by knowing and
understanding the narrative elements that can be found in the majority of successful musicals,
writers may more readily cut through the forest of uncertainty that accompanies the creation of
almost every new work, musical or otherwise.Even masters of the craft struggle at creation. If it
were easy then everyone would just do it at the drop of a hat—and they would succeed wildly.
Obviously, such is not the case. Perhaps the information you’ll find here may help part the curtain
to show you a bit of how the Wonderful Wizard’s tricks work. In no way is this intended to do
away with any of the brilliant magic you’ll surely need to bring to the table to make your musical
come alive. In all cases, that magic must come from within you, from your heart and soul. Always
bring to your work your passion and that which is uniquely you.Inspiration cannot be taught by,
or learned from, a book. It cannot be purchased in any store found in the known universe. But for
those of you fortunate enough to have a bit of storytelling ability, and who yearn to bring your
talent forth in musicals made for the masses, that ability can be enhanced and developed so that
others may eventually enjoy the fruits of the your labors.There are, of course, an infinite variety of
ways to tell stories. Storytelling is the most durable method of human expression known to man.
It is how we move one another emotionally and, quite simply, how we communicate. We all tell
stories. Some of us become expert at it. A few of us even earn a living from it.This book focuses
exclusively on narrative storytelling that is fictional in nature, with easily identifiable plots and
characters. I’m being most specific here, because reporting the news of the day as found in the
media requires mastering a certain form of narrative storytelling, but it is supposedly nonfictional
and based on observed facts. Musicals are always fiction even if based on a true story. It is an
automatic act of falsity to write a story—even one based on a real person or event—and stage it
night after night as a drama. Such storytelling cannot be “real,” no matter how realistically it is
rendered.Creating a new musical can be as mysterious for the authors to conceive as it is
miraculous to pull off well. So many elements must come together to make a joyful whole. The
difficulty is that any one of those elements not well crafted can easily undermine all of the rest.As
daunting as it can be to write novels, plays, screenplays, and nonfiction, the writing and
producing of musicals is a card-carrying, Class A mind melter. In a novel, you must deliver plot,
characters, themes, and emotion in prose, often for hundreds of pages. The same holds true for
writing a screenplay or teleplay, though those forms are far more rigidly specific than writing
novels. Novelists have no limit to the length of their work, or fear that creating an entirely new
world on the page might be too expensive to produce. Screenwriters, who must consider both
the length of their screenplays as well as whether or not anyone can afford to put their words into



action on the screen, must adhere to a standard page count or their work isn’t likely to be
considered. Playwriting is no less easy, and in some ways even more difficult than screenwriting,
in that the limits of live performance that must transpire within the bounds of a single theater can
be highly restrictive physically, though certainly not imaginatively so.With musicals you have all
of the restrictions of a playwright, with few of the overt freedoms of a novelist or screenwriter.
Then you introduce into the mix the extraordinarily complicated elements of music, lyrics,
choreography, elaborate scenery, costumes, lights and sound, etc., and the bar becomes quite
high.Miracles are all too regularly required in order to get to an opening night.Creating a musical
from scratch is time consuming, hair-pullingly demanding, and an all-too-frequently unprofitable
enterprise. The overwhelming majority of musicals that ever see the light of day are written
speculatively, with no advance payment to the authors. Very, very few musicals fortunate enough
to receive a serious staging not on Broadway succeed to any degree of public notoriety or
substantial income. The overwhelming majority of Broadway productions do not play for any
significant length of time—but such shows might have a subsequent afterlife that may prove
lucrative. Of course, most musicals never get so much as a minor staging, let alone hit the big
time. Should you bravely set out to write one of these monsters, be prepared to work on it for
many years—probably for little or no money at all—while constantly weathering the strong
probability that you will never see so much as a nickel from your efforts.To create a story within
the realm of this most unique form of telling tales, with characters relating to one another, within
a structured plot, through seamless dialogue, lyrics, music, and dance, also requires more than
a little bit of luck. To create one that rises beyond all expectation, i.e., becomes a major hit on
Broadway or the West End, and has healthy record sales and high demand for secondary rights
(domestic and international), is pretty much on a par with picking the numbers for a winning lotto
ticket.First and foremost, writing a musical must be a true labor of love. Doing so always requires
extreme amounts of patience and a high tolerance of multiple differences of opinion. Creating a
musical demands a certain kind of insane passion for the work, damn the consequences. It
helps to be absurdly ambitious and impervious to all manner of pain—mostly to your ego. If you
don’t have a thick skin, grow one fast, because the slings and arrows will be coming your way—
of that you may be certain.Real musical hits, the ones that eventually become true chestnuts
(titles that are familiar and popular with the general public over many years, i.e., classics) are
exceedingly rare. Consider this: in the entire history of Broadway, which entails more than one
hundred years of theatrical endeavor and tens of thousands of live stage productions, little more
than one hundred shows overall (this includes straight dramas and comedies, though mainly
musicals) have ever managed to play for more than a thousand performances during their run.
How is this calculated? Typically, legit houses stage eight performances per week (Tuesday
through Sunday evenings, plus matinees on Wednesday and Saturday, dark on Monday). This
turns into 416 performances per year (fifty-two weeks times eight performances). So, to get to a
thousand performances, a show must run just shy of two and a half years. That has proved to be
an astonishingly difficult feat to accomplish.An excellent list of so-called “Broadway Long Runs”



can be found online at . You may be surprised by how many famous titles, maybe some of your
favorites, have never reached the minimum eight hundred performances on the Great White
Way that is required to make the list.This puts the top ten longest-running Broadway shows in a
stratosphere of their own. As of this writing (February, 2012), the all-time box office champ,
Phantom of the Opera, is still paddling through the gloomy Paris sewers at the Majestic Theatre.
It has played there more than ten thousand performances—or close to twenty-five consecutive
years of chandelier drops. Phantom is a multibillion-dollar property. It’s tough to imagine it ever
being unseated as the long-run champ. But that’s what they said about the next closest long-run,
Cats, which hit 7,485 performances (not quite eighteen years) before shuttering. It was
supposed to “run forever.”To give all this some real perspective, the vast majority of shows do not
make it past their first six months on Broadway. A huge number never get past their first
month.No matter who you are or how successful you’ve been, musicals are an ever more
challenging, expensive business to pursue. Recouping original investments is always a real
issue for backers. But musicals are exciting to create and even more so to watch—especially
when they work well. On the upside, they can be remarkably lucrative when they hit, which is one
of the reasons why so many people continue to write and produce new ones every
year.Musicals require extensive amounts of time and energy to conceive, write, rewrite, rewrite
some more, find backers, interest the dozens of other artists that are inevitably part of the
package, mount on a stage, and rewrite some more before they find—most importantly of all—a
loyal audience. It doesn’t matter how brilliant your work may be. If, in the end, you have no
audience, you have no show. Producers won’t plow money into a show that has no butts in
seats.Please note: the analyses found within this book are the interpretations of the facts as I
have found them. In this case the “facts” mean the words of the authors as contained in the
librettos that they have written. The libretto of each show is the basis of all “facts” for that show.
However, the interpretations of those facts contained herein are entirely my own. These are my
opinions, and mine alone (particularly in regard to how the shows are structured and where
particular narrative beats and plot points fall).What I convey within these pages is merely
reflective of how I see the construction of the stories as told in assorted musicals. You are more
than welcome to disagree with any or all of the conclusions and opinions that you find here. I
encourage you to form your own points of view. My opinions are not a one-way street. I won’t be
offended if you think my point of view is wrong. That’s what makes this thing we call art, art.I
would never tell anyone to not write a musical. But there is, in general, a way that such stories
are told. If you opt to mess with that, then you ought to do so with your eyes wide open.This book
is not intended to unearth something unique in regard to how stories are told. The basic
principles discussed here have been covered in many courses and books, most of them focused
on how to write plays, movies, and television. Lots of books are available concerning the
elements of dramatic structure and plot points. The plot points expressed here have been
around for a long time—since at least Aristotle’s day, and probably well before.The bibliography
at the end of Beating Broadway contains a list of excellent books that you may find further



enlightening in regard to storytelling. I highly recommend all of these.If you are curious what
motivated me to write this book, it’s because after being in the storytelling game a long time, I
believe I have some insight into what it takes to spin a yarn or two, especially about what it takes
to put together the story for a musical. I’ve studied and written a lot of stories. As stated above,
my work has been produced in a variety of mediums on stages large and small and on screens
throughout the world. In short, I felt compelled to share my knowledge and experience.If you’re
wondering, the title, Beating Broadway, is intended as a triple entendre: first, I believe musical
theater is the beating heart of Broadway; second, in the last section of the book you will find the
stories of numerous famous Broadway musicals broken down into their narrative beats; and
third, I’m hopeful that the information found herein will help you to succeed on Broadway, to beat
the street at its own game.Nothing would please me more than if some of the know-how I’ve
acquired along the way were to benefit you in your quest to entertain the world. Isn’t that really all
that anyone asks of us creative people, that we entertain them? Do enough of that and success
will surely follow.I truly encourage you to seek your own path toward creating musicals in
whatever way suits you best. The journey of getting there is all yours to experience. What you
create then becomes the audience’s to enjoy and own. To succeed, you will need both a source
with a message (you) and someone to receive it (the audience), or else, in my opinion, you have
an incomplete work. Should you arrive at your finished work in a manner that wholly discounts
what you find here and heads off in its own unique direction, then good for you. If audiences love
it and show up repeatedly, then start counting those pennies that will fall from heaven.I believe
that Beating Broadway is possible despite even the longest of odds. If you work hard enough,
want it badly enough, have a boatload of patience, a healthy dose of luck, and understand how
these unruly creatures are put together, then success may be yours.The world can always use a
little more entertainment, so I sincerely wish you a good, happy, productive, creative life.And
now, on with the show…ACT ONEELEMENTS OFSTORY CONSTRUCTIONFOR
MUSICALS1WHAT IS A MUSICAL?We all know what a stage musical is, don’t we? We certainly
know one when we see it. But what exactly is it that makes a musical a musical? Is it merely a
play with music? Not exactly.Most plays have no underscoring to speak of. Occasionally a play
will be staged with some kind of musical score or accompaniment, but this is uncommon.Almost
all movies have a musical “score” that underlies the moving pictures and the other audio
elements. Movie scores almost always support the production, not the other way round. Very,
very few movies are released without music playing under the images. Why? Because the score
creates so very much of a movie’s tone and emotion. If you have ever seen the work print of a
movie with dialogue only, and no sound effects or music, you know what I mean.MUSIC PLUS
WORDS = SONGAll musicals contain music; otherwise, they would be called plays. But the
majority of the music in musicals comes with special words—lyrics—attached to them. Adding
these words automatically turns music into songs. Songs in musicals must in turn be sung by
characters that the audience cares about, and with whom the viewers will, hopefully, come to
identify. Lyrics are only useful in a musical when the words have meaning that helps carry the



audience toward a clearer understanding of either the characters or the story or, best of all, both.
Almost all musicals are created with the express purpose of telling a story. These are the only
types of works that will be explored in this book—musicals that convey a story.Most musicals
also require spoken dialogue scenes in order to articulate the thoughts and feelings of the
characters and push the story forward. Those musicals that use a limited amount of, or no,
dialogue pretty much always deliver those same thoughts and feelings via music and lyrics—
through both song and recitative. With very rare exception, musicals need and use words,
whether spoken or sung, to communicate the story.STORIES NEED STRUCTUREA musical
requires structure in order to tell its story, or else the work will likely become incoherent. We will
focus heavily on structure in this book, because story is nothing without it.So, is a musical a well-
structured play with songs that help tell a story? I think this is a much better way to say it. Lyrics
are able to communicate depth of character, time, place, mood, emotion, and, most important of
all, story. Music alone cannot convey this clearly—if at all.Naturally, there are other elements that
go into the creation of a musical that make such shows the exotic creatures that audiences
worldwide crave. Most musicals have varying forms of movement, be it clever staging, or fully
choreographed dances, or sometimes a combination of both. And you need great technical
elements, too: scenery, costumes, lighting, sound, etc. In short, musicals work best when you
have incredible singers, actors, and dancers who are creatively directed in a beautifully
designed production, with catchy music that has been wonderfully orchestrated and played by
great musicians.All of those elements combined, when working in pitch-perfect concert, can
make for a memorable theatergoing experience. The whole ball of wax must work as a coherent
unit, meaning all of the elements must be integrated and belong to the structural whole. If not,
the audience is likely to remember the show for all the wrong reasons.At its core, a successful
musical must be a well-told story, with compelling characters, in conflict with their world and
other characters, who are attempting to achieve a strongly desired goal while overcoming one
obstacle after another until the hero of the tale resolves his desired goal, be the outcome of that
resolution positive or negative. When such a story is portrayed using song and dance and all of
the abovementioned elements, then you have a musical.The point is that without a great story to
tell, you have pretty much nothing at all.YOU NEED AN AUDIENCEAll musicals are meant to be
performed before an audience. There is no reason to create a musical unless you intend to turn
it into a production, whether for live theater or the screen. Not that you can’t create one purely for
your own pleasure and no one else’s, but what would actually be achieved by doing that? Many
excellent musicals are performed and captured on film or video or within computers to be
screened in movie houses and on TV (and now on computers, cell phones, and numerous other
electronic devices). But the vast majority of musicals are performed with live actors on a stage in
some kind of theater.In recent times, most musicals intended for the screen have been
animated. Now and then, originally animated musicals wind up being translated into legitimate,
live stage productions, such as Beauty and the Beast, and The Lion King. And sometimes
musicals written for the stage wind up being produced for the screen, such as Evita, Hairspray,



Mamma Mia, and Les Misérables. Such transfers between mediums are all viable and
interchangeable, but in all cases, they must tell a compelling story that audiences can readily
follow.Of course, there are a number of meaningful differences between stage and screen
productions. Each medium presents its own set of production challenges. Yet stories for both
stage and movie musicals share more in common than not.In today’s world of entertainment, it is
customary for plays, books, movies, TV shows, etc., to be adapted into musicals. The ability to
cross-pollinate entertainment platforms has become ever more possible, which means pretty
much all musicals worthy of production are close enough in spirit to make a relatively easy
transition from one medium to another.COMMERCIAL THEATERAll musicals aspire to make
money from performances. This means they all have, or attempt to have, commercial appeal. Do
they all succeed? Hardly. But they all try to be commercial in their own way. Commercialism
simply means developing and presenting materials that are appealing to the masses in an effort
to convince people to pay an admission price, which on Broadway has shot sky high.Is there
anything wrong with creating commercially viable theater? Not from my perspective, though it
bothers me that significant numbers of potential members of the audience with limited means of
income are, for all practical intents and purpose, shut out of seeing Broadway musicals because
the cost of a ticket is now prohibitive to so many. But if making money by figuring out how to
entertain people runs counter to your reason for being in show business, you might be in the
wrong line of work. After all, it is called show “business,” not show art. Being altruistic in your
work may be admirable; just don’t expect producers to line up to mount your uncommercial,
unmarketable stuff.MUSICAL STYLESThere are a number of different styles of musicals. They
all take slightly different approaches to the broader form called “musicals,” but at the end of the
day they all serve similar purposes.Consider these five different basic styles of musical: 1)
Musical comedy, as you might find in The Book of Mormon, The Producers, and Avenue Q. 2)
Musical drama, such as The King and I, Cabaret, and Titanic. 3) Opera, which is sung-
through with no dialogue. Here I don’t mean classic operas like Don Giovanni, and Rigoletto. I’m
referring to those operas intended for the commercial Broadway stage, which would include
“rock operas,” such as Jesus Christ Superstar, Cats, and The Who’s Tommy. 4) Light opera or
operetta, which has some dialogue, but is heavy on song and recitative, like Sweeney Todd and
Rent. 5) Revue, which would include shows such as Smokey Joe’s Café or Five Guys Named
Mo, and also “jukebox musicals,” in which well-known existing songs, often written originally for
popular radio play and record sales, are used to form the basis of a new stage work. These
would include productions with plotted stories, such as Jersey Boys or Mamma Mia or Forever
Plaid, and dance-heavy shows with far less plot, such as Movin’ Out and Contact.Naturally,
there are plenty of crossbred hybrids that combine one or more of the above five styles. The
modern musical is descended from classical opera, ballet, plays, and vaudeville. Developed
primarily in the United States during the early to mid-twentieth century by great writers like
George and Ira Gershwin, Lorenz Hart, Richard Rodgers, Oscar Hammerstein II, Frank Loesser,
Meredith Willson, Alan Jay Lerner, Frederick Loewe, Arthur Laurents, Stephen Sondheim, Jerry



Herman, Tom Jones, Harvey Schmidt, and many other great artists, the form that we know today
is a brilliantly bastardized combination of all those styles noted above and more.The musical has
proven to be very flexible, adaptable, and open to telling a wide range of tales. As time marches
on, writers, producers, and directors always try to push the boundaries between styles in an
attempt to forge something fresh. And yet nowhere is the phrase “Everything old is new again”
easier to see than in the musicals of today. This is not only acceptable, but also desirable, as it
helps to keep the form alive, dynamic in the healthiest sense, and moving ever forward.Like all
stories, musicals can be joyous, somber, thrilling, meditative, lively, plodding, goofy, emotional,
political, instructive, and on and on. What they are obliged to be, first and foremost, is
entertaining in a way that attracts ticket buyers. They are not documentaries (though a musical
documentary might be interesting) or dry texts or treatises or news reports. They are not “reality
shows,” no matter how realistically the sets, costumes, and performances may be contrived to
be. People never have and never will spontaneously break into song on the street to deliver to
others messages about their inner thoughts. Even so-called “flashmob musicals” that appear to
spring up spontaneously in public places require significant planning.The musical form of
storytelling is not how we communicate with the rest of the world in our day-to-day lives. As
such, I believe that the very nature of musicals makes them, one and all, fantasies, even though
the kinds of stories typically told in musicals don’t fall into the category of what most of us think
of as “fantasy.” But the moment a character steps out of a show’s established reality to tell the
audience something about himself and his circumstance by singing about it, then I think the
work instantly becomes fantasy. I say long live fantasy!Mostly, musicals are a brilliantly unique
and vibrant form of storytelling. But without a story to tell, you would merely have a concert.
Nothing wrong with a concert; it just isn’t a musical. If all you had were dancers dancing, then
you’d have another form of concert, a dance concert, or a ballet. No problem there, either, but it
still wouldn’t be a musical. If a musical’s songs are not sung by characters that the audience
unquestionably recognizes as being part of a clearly identifiable story, then you also have a
concert or recital.THROUGHLINESMusicals need a throughline that takes the viewer from point
A to point B over the course of approximately two and a half hours. We need an obvious starting
point, and an obvious ending point. We demand watching characters that are driven toward
some powerful goal, who find that they are fighting long odds to succeed, who ultimately arrive
at some cathartic resolution that feels deeply satisfying to those of us watching.At the risk of
being repetitious, this effect is only made possible through the vehicle of a well-told story. To me,
this is the part of most musicals that seems to receive the least attention. While music and lyrics
frequently tend toward the sexy, distinctive and cool, the poor, lowly story too often feels like an
afterthought.The bottom line is this: No story, no musical.WHEN CRAFTING A
MUSICAL,CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING: Musicals are plays with songs and, frequently,
dance. Great musicals require well-told stories. Consider the commercial potential of any
story you may wish to write. There are five basic musical styles plus lots of hybrids of the
five. Is your musical: musical comedy; musical drama; opera, including rock opera; light opera



and operetta; or revue? Or is it some combination of those? Musicals are all fantasies—even
when attempting to be “realistic.” Be sure the story contains a strong “throughline.”2RULES
FOR WRITINGMUSICALSIf you’re going to play the game, then you need to know the rules,
right? Certainly there must be an arbiter of such rules. Maybe the Dramatists Guild controls
them. Maybe there are a few highly successful writers who donate time to a committee to help
decide these things.Well, not quite. Here’s all you need to know about the rules for writing a
musical:WRITING A MUSICAL—RULE #1There ain’t any rules.However, if you break those
nonexistent rules, you will most likely fail.I know, I know, you’re thinking it can’t be both.Ah, but it
is. It’s one of the great paradoxes of show business.Many novice screenwriters, playwrights,
composers, lyricists, librettists, etc., wonder if there are “rules” that they should slavishly obey in
order to please the perceived masters of their destiny—agents, producers, directors, stars, the
public, etc. The simple answer is “No.” And “Yes.”MILESTONES ON YOUR WAYThough there
are no rules to follow for creating musicals, there are several very well-established steps, or
milestones, or markers, or signposts, or call them what you will, that creators must meet along
the way as they craft a story. If you don’t hit those milestones, you are almost assuredly doomed
to confuse, alienate, tick off, or otherwise dissatisfy your audience. Leaving an audience
bewildered, lost, empty—or, worst of all, bored—will almost guarantee failure. And ignoring
these classic storytelling milestones, better known as “plot points,” is a pretty good way to
undermine an audience’s expectations, likely leaving them in a state of
discontentedness.SATISFACTION NOT GUARANTEED, BUT NECESSARYMost audiences
crave a sense of satisfaction in the stories that they see. That doesn’t mean that the story has to
be uplifting. What audiences want is to be enthralled, moved, educated, enlightened, and, most
of all, entertained by feeling something. The key is that people want to be moved. Musicals are
phenomenally good at doing this. At least the great ones are.Audiences will actually root for you
to move them right down to their souls. They want you to give them a sense of satisfaction deep
in their bones. They truly want you to succeed, because when you do they walk out of the theater
feeling elated, emotionally full, and renewed by how you have thrilled them.But the public is
notoriously fickle, and they will turn on you in a New York minute, especially if you leave them
cold and wanting something more (or perhaps less). And they don’t need to have a single clue
about what it is that you’ve done (or not done) that doesn’t sit well with them. They just know in
their very intuitive veins that something’s wrong with your work. When an audience senses that
something is “off,” they respond by heading for the nearest exit. Failure to elicit a kick from the
experience you’ve delivered is the kiss of death for a show.It is the job of the authors to figure out
how to satisfy an audience. Unfortunately, that doesn’t always happen. Shows get “fixed” in
rehearsals, in out-of-town tryouts, in previews. Sometimes it works out well; too often it does
not.Creating audience satisfaction does not mean that you need to have a happy ending.
Satisfaction usually arises as the result of a well-achieved story catharsis. To reach such a
catharsis one need not provide anything positive or upbeat. A story’s catharsis can absolutely be
achieved through a truly downbeat ending; Sweeney Todd, Evita, and Les Misérables are but



three of numerous examples in which this is so.Storytelling plot points have been around for
thousands of years. Audiences innately and instinctively know these very, very well, though few
can tell you what they are. If you leave plot points out, or cavalierly rearrange such well-
established order to suit your creative whims, or jam plot points together or spread them out too
far, or haphazardly gloss over them, you do so at your own peril.WRITING A MUSICAL—RULE
#2When it comes to the arts and most of life there is an exception to everything.Everything.In
the event that you find or create an example that successfully disagrees with the musical
storytelling form as described here, please see Rule #1.Writing is an art, and as such is ever
changing. This is as true for musicals as for any other kind of storytelling. But even as musicals
change, the vast majority remain ever the same, especially in how the underlying story
construction lays out.As you step through the numerous examples of musicals in the latter
section of this book, you will find works with stories that are as different as night and day. Just as
no two stories are the same, no two musicals are, either. No characters are the same. No songs
are the same. Yet all share a commonality in their basic structural form.Think of it this way:
human bone structure is similar from one human to the next, and yet no two skeletons are
exactly alike. Each skeleton supports a unique person who is different from the rest of humanity.
Story structure works the same way.Audiences need basic storytelling structure in order to orient
themselves in a tale. This is no different in the production of Broadway musicals, which mainly
have structures similar to one another. Audiences today instantly recognize musicals for what
they are, and not as something else; a play, concert, variety show, or maybe a bit of
vaudeville.WRITING A MUSICAL—RULE #3Entertain the audience! Don’t be boring! If you do
nothing else, at least give us something dynamic and fun to enjoy.WHEN CRAFTING A
MUSICAL,CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING “RULES”: There are no rules to writing a musical,
but there is a form that must be followed. There are well-known story milestones that ought
to be crossed in each story. Not crossing these as you tell a story may lead to audience
dissatisfaction. Because musicals are a form of art, to every “rule” there are exceptions.
No matter what you do, don’t be boring.3FORM VS. FORMULANow that you know there are no
actual rules for writing a musical, you may think the sky’s the limit. You can just go nuts, do
whatever you want, and show the world how incredibly creative you are. If that were only true, we
might actually see far more shows out there that push the envelope of what is considered
commercially acceptable. But there is a great reason why we don’t see many productions that
challenge traditional form: most audiences tend to avoid the unfamiliar. If you are an unknown
writer looking to break in, then the straightest, wisest path to success may be to first prove that
you are capable of conquering the known form.If you are highly successful—let’s say you are
Stephen Sondheim, for example—you may be able to get away with taking a risk by playing with
the general form. Perhaps a producer will find it worth the gamble to produce a new, highly
challenging Stephen Sondheim show. Some members of the general audience will show up no
matter what just to see what the master has done. But sometimes Sondheim’s work really
pushes the envelope, or is maybe so far ahead of its time that far too few people show up to



sustain a production’s run. But even Stephen Sondheim has mainly followed the tried-and-true
ancient storytelling form throughout the vast preponderance of his exceptional career. The same
is true for most of the legendary writers of the most famous musicals.For the novice, not
following the form can make the road to success longer and ever more difficult. Chances are
pretty good that you are not likely to be in the same league as a Stephen Sondheim. That means
you need to prove to producers that your work is worthy of the financial risk. You need to bend
yourself to the form, not the form to you. You need to follow those storytelling rules that don’t
exist. You need to prove yourself a master of the form.SAME AS ALL THE REST, ONLY
DIFFERENTSome will instantly think that by defining the form or the commonality of milestones,
or the plot points that exist from one show to the next, this means successful musicals must
follow a “formula.” Nothing could be further from the truth. There is no worthy formula that I’m
aware of for writing musicals, no singular way to go at the process, no perfect template to follow.
Musicals are each and every one unique. And how lucky we are for that. Formulas tend toward
the repetitive and boring, and that is not welcome.However, there is a clear pattern common to a
large number of musicals that can be readily discerned. That’s what we’ll be concentrating on—
the form, not a formula.ARISTOTLEDramatic storytelling in all its guises (including drama,
comedy, tragedy, farce, melodrama, and all of their hybrid progeny) has its roots deeply planted
in the theories of Aristotle, the ancient Greek philosopher, who lived some 2,300 years ago. In
his still insightful work The Poetics, Aristotle states that stories are made up of various parts, and
that “to be beautiful, a living creature, and every whole made up of parts, must not only present a
certain order in its arrangement of parts, but also of a certain definite magnitude. Beauty is a
matter of size and magnitude.” He is saying that there is definition to what makes a thing
beautiful. For Aristotle, beauty isn’t just in the eye of the beholder—there are traits that make a
thing beautiful.He goes on to say, in what may seem simplistic to us today, “A whole is that which
has beginning, middle, and end. A beginning is that which is not itself necessarily after anything
else, and which has naturally something else after it; an end is that which is naturally after
something itself, either as its necessary or usual consequent and with nothing else after it; and a
middle, that which is by nature after one thing and has also another after it.”What a bunch of
philosophical sounding jibber-jabber, right? Wrong. Aristotle is telling us that the beginning of a
story should start at a point where nothing before it is needed in order to tell the tale, and that the
middle must follow the beginning and lead to a conclusion, or ending, which has nothing after it
that is necessary for us to understand the story.In other words, a story is a compact entity in
which only the necessary and relevant parts are there. A big run-up to where the story really
starts, or giving us a lot of backstory, is not required and undesired. The same can be said for
the ending—we only need enough information to tell the tale, and no more than that. The middle
is essentially everything that’s in between. This sounds simple, but it’s ever so difficult to get
right.And this turns out to be true for every scene, thought, and sentence. The essence of what
Aristotle was saying is, “No fat allowed.”For the record, Aristotle did not define “three-act
structure.” He never mentions “acts” in The Poetics. He’s all about beginning, middle, and end.



There is a natural order to these elements. The hard part isn’t knowing that your story will have a
beginning, middle, and end—because they all do—it’s all about determining the specific point at
which your story begins, where your story goes, and where it ends. Selecting those things that
belong in your story as integrated pieces and parts of the whole, and avoiding those pieces and
parts that do not belong to the whole, is hugely challenging. And one reason why so many
worthy efforts fail.THE FUNDAMENTALS OF ALL STORYTELLINGAristotle, all those centuries
ago, established the requisite fundamental underpinnings of what we storytellers, one and all,
deal with every day. What may appear to be an obvious, simplistic analysis of dramatic form is
more deceptively profound than it seems at first glance.Why are Aristotle’s observations
important? Because his thinking represents how almost all stories are told and, more
importantly, how we perceive and understand the telling of stories.Humans understand the world
through stories. Telling stories is how we communicate. And we understand stories because of
the structure of storytelling that Aristotle divined way back when.How do we find out what is
happening to friends, family, our neighbors, and the world? How do we convey to others what is
happening in our lives and the lives of others, and in our surroundings? By telling stories to one
another. The news of the day is nothing more than a passing along of stories of all kinds. For us
to understand the meaning of any such stories there must be some sort of order followed that
creates coherence, a form that we can all follow. I know this is dry stuff, but bear with me a
moment longer.STORY IS FORMAristotle did not discover or create a formula for storytelling.
But he did delineate and set down a basis for the storytelling form that we all follow. Most of us
know this form deep in our souls even if we haven’t a clue what it means on an academic level.
Once you understand the form, it becomes much easier to see it in many different stories. There
is a definite pattern to our understanding of how stories are told and how they are perceived and
understood.Writing stories for the commercial world of production, whether it’s for the stage,
movies, or TV, has always been, and I believe will always be, primarily a function of structure.
And structure requires form—or how else can we possibly recognize it as being one thing or
another? A play can’t just be actors uttering an amorphous series of grunts and words and
gestures followed by meaningless, unrelated movement. A play needs recognizable structure:
sentence structure, beat structure, act structure, plot structure, story structure. Structure means
order. Form means order. Storytelling requires recognizable order.So what is form? For a brief
moment, let’s discuss a few common vehicles. Does a Dodge Challenger look and drive the
same as a Honda Civic? Does a Mercedes-Benz SEL look and drive the same as a Lamborghini
Countache? Does a Jeep Grand Cherokee look and drive the same as a Lincoln Town Car?
Does a VW Beetle look and drive the same as a Humvee stretch limousine? The answer to all of
those questions is, “No.”But don’t all of those vehicles do virtually the same thing? Don’t they
actually share far more in common than they differ? Don’t they all transport people from one
place to another via roadways? Don’t they all have four wheels, a single, circular steering wheel,
a glass windshield, headlamps, a license plate holder, engine, gas tank, gear box, seats, gas
pedal, brakes, dashboard, rear view mirrors, roof, doors, locks, ignition, alternator, battery,



starter, and so on? Aren’t they all referred to as a “car” or “automobile”? The list above could be
made quite long.The similarities between these vehicles are striking, and yet each is easy to
identify as being utterly different from the others. Each has a unique style, shape,
roadworthiness, price tag, etc. The point is this: They all share the exact same underlying form,
yet none follows the same formula. Of course, each model of car can be replicated endlessly—
formulaically. So, too, you can stage a single musical in a thousand different ways yet see
essentially the same show (though there will surely be serious differences between productions
and performances).The same fundamental concepts apply for almost every story. Between
different musicals there is a common, singular form, but absolutely no formula. This will be
demonstrated by way of the numerous examples found later in this book. The underlying
structural form for a huge number of popular musicals is the same and serves the same
purposes and goals, yet all musicals are uniquely different from one another.Even in our still
dawning age of storytelling via the Internet, where stories seem to be more truncated, chopped
up, and told more rapid fire than ever, story structure and form remain the same. I believe this will
remain paramount to our understanding of storytelling probably forever.The form itself tells us
that we are experiencing a story—and not just experiencing a series of random events strung
together with no clear purpose.Do you think it is possible to create a story with no form—no
beginning, middle, or end? Do you think anyone would be able to follow it, or care about it, or
spend his or her precious time or money on it? A story is obliged to start somewhere, go
somewhere, and end somewhere. Scientists tell us that even the universe had a beginning, we
are living in its very long middle, and someday it will end. I’m glad I won’t be around to see
that.THE WAY MOST STORIES USUALLY WORKMost great stories go like this: an interesting,
three-dimensional protagonist is instigated by an outside force to intensely pursue a goal. Along
the way he runs into an endless series of obstacles that complicate the path to his objective. Yet
he stays true to achieving his goal no matter what comes his way, even as his world changes,
becoming ever more challenging right before his very eyes. Even in the face of ultimate defeat,
he wills himself onward. In the end, his goal will either be achieved or not, but either way he will
have grown or learned something significant about himself or the world around him, preferably
both.That is the essence of every worthy story. Beginning, middle, and end, and all seven plot
points (much more detail on this a bit later in the book).The vast majority of successful musical
stories are told in the very same way.ALTERING THE FORMSome will argue that the ordering of
those three elements, beginning, middle, and end, can be toyed with, altered, or rearranged. I
would counter that even when you play with the ordering of the beginning, middle, or end, you
still wind up with a form that follows traditional structure. Some will point to such movies as
Quentin Tarantino’s Pulp Fiction or Christopher Nolan’s Memento as examples of form being
played with. No doubt those great movies challenge traditional notions of storytelling, yet they
each still operate with beginnings, middles, and ends, though those appear at first glance to be
somewhat scrambled or reversed. If you really study those works, you will realize that the
perceived change is a trick, an illusion, dazzlingly applied and executed.In the theater, Stephen



Sondheim and George Furth’s Merrily We Roll Along takes a compelling crack at altering the
way we perceive traditional storytelling form by structuring the tale from its end to its beginning,
later to earlier (as does the abovementioned Memento). This complex effort by two great
masters of the musical theater has proven to be a difficult sell to audiences, and, I believe, for
good reason. Despite the writing being brilliant beyond all measure, many in the audience have
a hard time following along. People become easily baffled by the topsy-turvy nature of the story.
We all know how stories are supposed to be told, so it can be disorienting when tales are not
presented in the manner to which we have all grown comfortably accustomed.STRUCTURE IS
FORM, FORM IS STRUCTUREBeginnings, middles, and ends cannot be about anything and
everything all at once. They must comprise pieces and parts that belong together as a part of the
whole shebang, inextricably related to each other, with nothing extraneous or out of place,
nothing missing that causes confusion, and nothing added that does not contribute to the story’s
forward movement or our understanding of character.Howard Suber, in his eminently readable
book The Power of Film (which has as much to offer playwrights, composers, lyricists, and
librettists as filmmakers), defines structure as “the relationship of the parts to the whole and to
each other.” That statement deals with nothing less than the form itself, and how each of its
elements must belong one to the other.SIMPLE PLOT, COMPLEX CHARACTERMany of today’s
plays (dramas and comedies)—those striving for commercial success on Broadway excepted—
are written to be deeply intellectual, sometimes fanciful, not necessarily easy to follow, often not
straightforward at all, and not infrequently purposefully cryptic. This can make for difficult
sledding.I would argue that today’s musicals hew far more closely to the way movies are
constructed than to plays. Commercially viable movies tend toward the linear, straightforward,
easy to grasp, and the less esoteric. The concept of “simple plot/complex character” is almost a
mantra in Hollywood. I believe the same applies to today’s musicals. To appeal to the widest
possible audience, musicals must make sense commercially, meaning simple plot/complex
character.Of course, the theater has been filled with challenging forms of playwriting for a long
time. For example, the works of Sophocles and Schnitzler are not always easy to follow.
Maeterlinck, O’Neill, Beckett, Ionesco, Genet, Albee, and others also come to mind as creators
of stories with complex plots, or not much plot at all. It’s of note that few of these authors have
produced much material that has become the basis for popular musicals. With good reason.
This list could be greatly expanded, but you get the point.Musical storylines tend toward the
simple and straightforward, though there are plenty of examples of shows that defy this
generality.So, I hope you can see that there is no formula to follow. None at all. But there is a
form that I encourage you to consider applying to your work—especially if you want to sell tickets
at the box office for a long time to come. And that is, in the main, what this book is intended to
convey—the requisite form for successful storytelling.WHEN CRAFTING A
MUSICAL,CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING FORM: Become a master of the storytelling form.
There is no formula for writing a musical, but there is a form that most musicals follow.
Aristotle’s Poetics established the fundamentals of storytelling. Story is form. Altering



the form is tricky. Doing so requires great caution and care. Form is structure. Storytelling is
structure. Create simple plots with complex characters.4WHERE MOSTMUSICAL STORY
IDEASCOME FROMI believe that most producers of musicals look for work created by a unique
voice that tells a great tale in an entertaining way that will satisfy members of the audience so
much that they will tell their friends about it and maybe even return one or more times to see the
show again. All producers really want is to find one hit after another. No matter how much money
is spent on marketing and PR, there is still no better tool for attracting an audience than good old-
fashioned word of mouth. And nothing works to generate word of mouth better than a killer story,
told and played well. The age-old maxim “If it ain’t on the page, it ain’t on the stage” still applies
(and is likely to remain a truism for ages to come). Conclusion: get it right on the page and you
are more than halfway there.The fact is that most musicals do not have underlying stories that
are truly original. The majority of musicals are derived from, or inspired by, source material that
was not created by the book writer, lyricist or composer. I believe there is a good reason why so
few wholly original musicals (meaning not based on some other existing work) succeed. I think it
is because the challenge of crafting a succinct, complete story using song and dance as a
means to express emotion and exposition is so daunting that having nothing to start from sets an
inordinately high bar over which to leap.Writers and producers frequently solve this problem by
developing musicals that are based on stories already in the public’s consciousness; in other
words, familiar, existing works.There is another real advantage to writers and composers in
relying on sourced material. I believe it is so much easier for both the writers and the audience to
jump right in and know what to expect from the story. Well-known stories help the writers and the
audience cut to the chase without a lot of exposition or rumination—which may be required of a
truly original piece.From a practical perspective, it can be downright difficult to obtain rights to
famous works that are protected by copyright. Doing so often requires going through serious
legal machinations and spending significant sums of money.If you are unable to obtain the rights
to a story that you wish to write, you might find inspiration by studying works in the public
domain. Though much of the best of what’s in the public domain has already been adapted,
there are still untapped sources of material out there.Here’s a brief list of some of the most
successful musicals of all time. Look at how many of them are based on already existing works.
Notice how few have uniquely original stories not sourced from other material. The following is in
descending order of longevity of the fourteen longest-running shows in Broadway history—
musicals one and all:LONG-RUNNING BROADWAY MUSICALS: 1) The Phantom of the
Opera, based on the Gaston Leroux novel 2) Cats, based on T. S. Eliot’s Old Possum’s Book
of Practical Cats 3) Les Misérables, based on the Victor Hugo novel 4) A Chorus Line,
an original, though based on workshops in which real Broadway “gypsies” contributed true
stories of their experiences 5) Oh, Calcutta, an original revue based on sketches written by
various well-known contributors 6) Chicago, based on the Maureen Dallas Watkins play of
the same name originally produced in the 1920s 7) Beauty and the Beast, based on the
Disney animated feature musical, which was based on a familiar eighteenth-century French fairy



tale 8) The Lion King, based on the Disney animated feature musical 9) Rent, based on
Puccini’s opera La Boheme 10) Miss Saigon, based on Puccini’s opera Madama Butterfly
11) Mamma Mia!, an original, but based on songs of the band Abba 12) 42nd Street, based
on the Bradford Ropes novel of the same name, and subsequent 1930s film of the same name
13) Grease, an original 14) Fiddler on the Roof, based on Sholem Aleichem’s book Tevye
the Milkman and Other TalesOTHER NOTABLE LONG-RUNNING BROADWAY
MUSICALS:Wicked, based on the Gregory Maguire novel Wicked: The Life and Times of the
Wicked Witch of the West, which is in turn based on L. Frank Baum’s Oz novelsHello, Dolly,
based on Thornton Wilder’s The MatchmakerMy Fair Lady, based on George Bernard Shaw’s
PygmalionHairspray, based on the John Waters movie of the same nameAvenue Q, an original
that was inspired by Sesame StreetThe Producers, based on the Mel Brooks movieCabaret,
based on the John Van Druten play I Am a Camera, which is based on the Christopher
Isherwood novel Goodbye to BerlinAnnie, based on Harold Gray’s syndicated comic strip Little
Orphan AnnieMan of La Mancha, based on Miguel de Cervantes’s The Ingenious Gentleman
Don Quixote of La ManchaOklahoma!, based on the Lynn Riggs play Green Grow the
LilacsJersey Boys, an original, based on the songs and experiences of the singing group The
Four SeasonsIt would be easy to make such a list quite lengthy. As is evident, the overwhelming
majority of commercially successful musicals are based on some underlying source. Even most
truly original musicals rely on some known source of inspiration and are not made up out of
whole cloth. Truly original musical theater concepts that succeed are a highly rare thing. They
tend not to fare well at the box office. Think about your favorite musicals, especially those not
listed above. Do you know if they are based on some other source? Or are they completely
original? If you don’t know, a little digging online will likely clue you in.IDEAS ARE ALL AROUND
USAs a writer I have been asked many times, “Where do you get your ideas?” The simple
answer is: “Everywhere.” There are an infinite number of stories in the universe just floating
around in the ether waiting to be captured and told. You just have to know where to look. Of
course, the vast majority of those stories will not be viable for production on stage or anywhere
else—no matter who tells them. Even fewer of those stories that are ripe for the telling will work
as musicals. Having an understanding of what is actually desired in the marketplace, what is
selling currently, what audiences like, and how those stories were constructed can go a long way
toward helping you to find those gemlike ideas that people may ultimately want to pay money to
see.It is also useful to have an inner muse that guides you toward those stories that you know
will work even though they fly in the face of all conventional wisdom. The master of that is the
master of all masters, Stephen Sondheim, who chooses such interesting and unconventional
subjects to musicalize: Follies, Sweeney Todd, Pacific Overtures, A Little Night Music, Merrily
We Roll Along, Assassins, to name a few. But we have also seen unexpected successes with
highly unusual subjects that don’t at first blush seem commercial, such as Cats, Miss Saigon,
Rent, In the Heights, Avenue Q, Spring Awakening, and others.The first step in the process is
being able to recognize a good story to tell. Obviously, this is harder to achieve than it sounds or



else there would be even more fantastically successful musicals than currently exist. There are
no rules governing this, either. The ability to tell which of two undeveloped stories is better and
more marketable must be, by its nature, instinctual because there is no way to prove it until you
write the show. The feeling for a story’s potential must come from your gut. You might believe
something will work that doesn’t. And to the contrary, things that shouldn’t work sometimes do.
Such are the risks implicit in the game.Absorb the world around you. Explore everything that’s
out there. Great ideas are everywhere.5BUILDING THE BEASTAs already stated, storytelling is
structure. Without structure it would be very hard for the audience to follow along on the
protagonist’s journey. Musicals are rarely, if ever, composed of randomly strung-together lines,
scenes, songs, actions, dances, set changes, etc. There has to be a specific ordering of events
or anarchy will ensue, and that will likely lead to a nonsensical hodgepodge. Structure is
necessary for an audience to understand what the heck is going on. Structure provides viewers
the ability to know who and what they should follow, and why.Structure is everywhere. There is
structure to the universe. Without structure there would be nothing but chaos. Theorists tell us
there is structure even in chaos, though that isn’t always so easy to see.I know of no successful
musical that does not follow the well-established structural storytelling form. That means
musicals need structure to succeed. Why is this so?Humans relate to the world through the way
we structure our days, our work, and our lives. As messy as life can be, most of us create some
kind of an order to it. The sun rises in the east, sets in the west; day becomes night becomes
day; the seasons come one after the other through the year in a relatively predictable way. And
yet you really can’t tell what the future holds because life is predictably unpredictable.We
demand that stories feel unpredictable, even unstructured, yet, paradoxically, to tell a story well,
we writers must know exactly what will happen, and in turn structure it well.KNOWING WHERE
YOU ARE GOINGDespite an author’s knowing where a story will lead, it is always best if the
audience can’t predict how the tale will flow from moment to moment, or how it will resolve—just
as life unfolds for each of us. Isn’t it always more satisfying to watch a story in which you can’t
predict the resolution? Even in a musical such as Titanic, where the ultimate outcome is well-
documented history, the storytelling should have a sense of unpredictability in its telling.So, too,
in this era of videogames in which viewers (players)—not creators or authors—sometimes
determine the outcome of a storyline, there is still a definite architecture to the way such games
are designed and crafted in order to be played in what is ultimately a structured sequence. For
instance, you must become proficient enough at the game to get to level A in order to win the
“reward” of being permitted to move to the next step, until you eventually wind up at level Z. You
don’t start at Z. You start at A and move through what appear to be random steps (that are
anything but) to get to Z. That requires structure. And designing such a construct takes real
work.As well, a huge number of videogames require a character—often you, the player—to have
a clear goal to achieve, with lots of obstacles—conflict—in the way. Videogames are storytelling
form followers, too.STRUCTURE MAKES STORIES UNDERSTANDABLEWithout structure,
stories become almost impossible to understand. I can’t think of a dramatic work that I’ve ever



seen or heard of that has no definable structure. Musicals are no different. They are built brick by
brick, moment by moment, song by song, in a specific ordering that logically tells a story. No
doubt a bit of magic is involved in the building process, as well as alchemy, voodoo, mysticism,
and a hearty dose of creative obsession. But as far as a musical’s story goes, there must be a
design to the way it flows. Musicals need solid architecture that has been rigorously designed
and built.By analyzing large numbers of musicals, it becomes plainly evident that there is a
recognizable structure present in just about every show. The more you read through the
breakdowns of the musicals in the latter part of this book, the more obvious this becomes.
Musicals follow a classical storytelling paradigm.Musicals, like most other kinds of drama, are
but a microcosm of the macrocosm of our world. More often than not musicals reflect moods,
attitudes, histories, philosophies, lifestyles, morals, etc., which already exist. Now and then
musicals become trendsetters, but even such shows most often serve as a mirror on the real
world, not a creator of it.STORYTELLING EXCEPTIONSExcept for certain kinds of highly
specialized storytelling (such as existentialism, dadaism, absurdism, surrealism, stream-of-
consciousness writing, and other experimental kinds of stories that seem more random,
haphazard, or appear to be structureless), creating dramatic work, especially for musicals,
requires an author to ultimately know where and how the story begins, where and how it
proceeds, and where and how it ends. Such highly specialized storytelling usually does not
readily lend itself to translation to the musical theater.There may be some who will argue that the
productions of Robert Wilson, or the operas of Philip Glass, John Adams, and other modern
artists, violate this principle. I think we could have a lengthy discussion about whether or not the
works of those masters have structure and follow form or not. I would argue that their work
absolutely does follow commonly recognizable structural form. Their works have beginnings,
middles, and ends. They build to a resolution. Though their work does not follow traditional
storytelling like most Broadway musicals do, there is a discernible form found in each. But
because the focus of this book is on the telling of musical stories in the commercial theater, i.e.,
Broadway, such nontraditional storytelling will not be analyzed here.A BRIEF WORD ABOUT
PREMISE AND THEMEAll great stories have an underlying premise and theme. Many of us are
taught in high school English classes that when you compose a story, it is best to start with a
premise and theme in mind. I take exception to this notion, especially when you are first
embarking on such a big journey and may not know where you are going. I take my cue from the
philosophy espoused by Hal Ackerman, UCLA professor extraordinaire, in his Professional
Program in Screenwriting lectures, in which he states that, when beginning to craft a story, a
writer need not worry about theme. Rather a writer must be concerned about desire. What do
your main characters—mainly your protagonist and antagonist—want? What do they desire?
Start there.Later, after you have written at least one solid draft, then you can figure out what your
story’s theme may be. In fact, after you have written a draft, the theme may become ever so
much clearer. Then you can go back during one of what will inevitably be many revisions and be
certain that your story’s theme is properly exercised.To start out with a theme in mind tends to



force a writer down a walled-in path, not permitting you the freedom to let the story find its own
way.Some writers wonder what the difference is between theme and premise. I have a rather
simplistic way of thinking about these two notions that I know may give some scholars the
shakes. These are academic concepts that many writers ignore entirely, so I am hopeful that this
might make it easier for writers to consider how to apply such concepts.Premise is basically a
proposition leading to a provable conclusion. In other words, it is an assertion that the author
makes that he must then prove during the course of telling the story. An example of this would be
the infamous maxim “Power corrupts. Absolute power corrupts absolutely.” An author could
easily write a story in which this premise is proven by the way in which the story’s characters
interact and resolve their desires. In short, the premise is proved by virtue of what happens to
the characters in the tale.Theme is what the story is about at its core. Theme underlies the
premise. So, as in the above example, if the premise for a story is “Power corrupts. Absolute
power corrupts absolutely,” the theme is the effects of power. Themes could be about love,
greed, revenge, hate, dishonesty, foolishness, etc. Premise and theme are interrelated, but they
are not the same.Be sure to know what the premise and theme are of your story. But don’t worry
about figuring either of these out until you have finished at least one rough draft of the whole
musical. At that point, sit down with your brand new work and honestly assess it, seeking what
you find to be the theme and premise. The work ought to speak to you. If it isn’t obvious then
there may be a problem with how you are telling the tale. Your story may be unfocused, or maybe
you have one too many protagonists trying to lead the way.Once you establish the story’s theme,
then go through your next draft making sure it is present throughout the whole work, and that you
have proven your premise.THE AUDIENCE KNOWSFor me, drama works best when it is tightly
drawn and extremely well structured. You are most welcome to disagree. You’ll get no objection
from me. But I believe most audiences respond best to an easily identifiable, highly familiar
structure—even though they will, by and large, have no idea what the classical paradigm may
be. They simply know it when they feel it. More importantly, they know it when they don’t feel it.
And when they don’t sense the familiar structure of a show clicking on all cylinders, they very
well might offer up negative critiques that keep friends, family, and colleagues away.Full
disclosure, I am devoted to structure. I love structure. I admire it. I am thrilled when it is well
employed and disappointed when it is not. As a longtime writer of fictional scripts, I believe I am
pretty good at creating structure (of course, you may judge my work less generously, and that’s
okay by me). My bias is toward forging strong structures. I appreciate messy stories and plays
and movies, too, but I prefer well-structured pieces above all.I am careful in the way I build a
story. I take pride in my story structures. And I believe you should, too. Though art is not an
exacting science, structure matters.Dramatic works of fiction, including musicals, are put
together by following a specific set of story stepping-stones. Some, including me, refer to these
as plot points. Audiences innately understand and expect the authors to cross these points as
they journey down a story’s road. There are an infinite number of stories that can be told, but the
vast, overwhelming majority of successful writers take the exact same steps we’re about to



explore—whether they are conscious of doing so or not. Too often artists do not understand
what these steps are, or purposefully choose to ignore them. Then they wonder how they wound
up with a show that no one wants or how it ever became labeled a “flop.”Hopefully by studying
how successful shows of the past have been assembled, you will be able to avoid having such a
label applied to your future work.With that in mind, let’s begin where all good stories should begin
—at the beginning.WHEN CRAFTING A MUSICAL’S STRUCTURE,CONSIDER THE
FOLLOWING: You need structure in order to understand a story. Know where your story
is going, but be sure the audience can’t predict the outcome. While there are examples of
exceptions to following the fundamentals, such stories generally don’t make commercially
successful musicals. Premise and theme are important concepts to include in the building of
your story—but not before you have completed your first draft. Only concern yourself about the
desires of your main characters to start. But be sure that your story has a clear theme, and that
the telling of your tale proves your premise. The audience innately knows when the form is
being followed and when it isn’t. You cannot fool the audience.6THREE MOVEMENTSTO A
STORY,NO MORE, NO LESSThere is disagreement among writers, writing teachers, and other
purveyors of the craft of writing as to what the basic structure of stories for the stage and screen
looks like—or ought to look like. Aristotle preached beginning, middle, and end. And I am hard
pressed to imagine any way around the notion of a story having a beginning, middle, and end.
As stated before, a story must start somewhere, go somewhere, and end somewhere.
Otherwise it’s all middle that goes on forever.Audiences naturally expect these three parts in
every story. Does a story have to be told in three “acts”? No, of course not. More than a few
famous plays have four or five “acts,” including most of the plays of William Shakespeare.
Today’s major musicals are, for the most part, presented in two “acts.” A few have only a single
“act.”Today’s musical “acts” have everything to do with the placement of intermissions, which are
mainly there for the comfort of the audience and performers alike, as well as an opportunity for
the producers to sell snacks and merchandise. Such act breaks don’t necessarily correspond
with the story’s three Aristotelian segments—beginning, middle, and end—though they can.I
believe that the primary story an audience is supposed to follow is usually expressed through
the eyes of a single protagonist, and his story will be told in three movements that encompass a
clear beginning, a usually less easy to define middle, and a clear end. As stated above, this
paradigm of three movements is not always presented in three neat chunks, or acts.Each of the
three movements will, in almost every case, be composed of many smaller segments within
them. These smaller segments are usually self-contained units (though they must be fully
integrated into the whole) and are better known as scenes. Each scene ought to lead the
audience (not necessarily in a linear manner) to the next scene in a linkage that will ultimately
create a wholly integrated story.Each movement will have three movements—beginning, middle,
and end.Each scene will have three movements—beginning, middle, and end.Every line of
dialogue has three movements—beginning, middle, and end.Every song has three movements
—beginning, middle, and end.
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Sally Meth, “Well that makes sense. As a family member you will all think my review is biased
and that I did not read the book but I did. And as I read I kept saying "well, that makes sense".
Basically it all makes great sense and is quite the complete guide to putting together a
successful Broadway show. (What a mammoth task!) I like the double entendre of the title of the
book as well. The research that was necessary for the second half of the book seemed
amazingly extensive and I read the "outlines" of shows I have never seen and feel like I have
seen them. I have also recalled all that I have seen and go from beat to beat saying
constantly....dare I repeat myself? What is extraordinary about this book is that it was written not
by someone who is only able to teach but by someone who has done it, written a hit. Of course a
person needs to be endowed with talent in the first place but with guidelines like these, so
clearly stated, the talent will have direction. It's not "Broadway for Dummies" but rather
"Broadway for the Seriously Talented". And a fun read for those of us who love seeing shows for
all of the reasons he so clearly articulates. I have begun not only to look at Broadway shows in a
different light but also plays and operas. It all makes sense.”

m. emerson, “Excellent book from one who knows!. "Beating Broadway" is a perfect primer if
you've ever considered trying your hand at writing a broadway show. Steve Cuden is one
experienced writer, to say the least! I had read "Writing The Broadway Musical" by Aaron Frankel
which is also really good, but Steve's is more up to date, given today's pop/rock musical culture. I
highly recommend it for anyone with a penchant for writing a script and tying it to music, or vice
versa! Great, very informative book!”

Acquanette, “Broadway, Yes Indeed!. I like the easy way this book guides the reader with
tutorials on how musicals are made. My musical writing skills have improved in so many ways!”

OZN, “Finally a Musical Theatre Writing Book That Discusses Structure. Dozens of screenplay
writing books discuss structure, but finding one with respect to the musical theatre has been
difficult if not impossible. Cuden not only discusses structure, but breaks down the plot beats for
a number of successful Broadway shows. Highly recommended for writers looking to tackle this
art form.”

John Milam, “Pretty helpful. Very helpful in understanding the structure of musicals. Just what
needed now. Not too much fluff. Breaks down a number of musicals to see the pattern behind
them.  Glad I stumbled across it.”

CatydasBotas, “Adorei. Chegou em excelentes condições e era exatamente o livro que andava
à procura.”



kerry wells, “fantastic. fabulously helpful”

The book by Steve Cuden has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 35 people have provided feedback.
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